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ABSTRACT 

The initial prototype evaluation of the exapndable carcass- 
replaceable tread tire for the C-130 aircraft was completed.    The 
evaluation was concerned with the design,   manufacture and performance 
of various replaceable tread designs,   both bias and radial carcasses 
in the 20. 00-20 size.  Derailment,   the area of greatest concern on the 
6. 00-6/8 PR  size,   was not a problem with the 20. 00-20/26 PR tires 
evaluated.    Four completely new and unexpected major performance 
problems were encountered.   The first,   belt splitting,   has been solved. 
The second,   chafing,   appears to be resolved but will require additional 
testing.   The remaining two,   tread band breakage    and ply separations 
in the belt,   have not been resolved. 

Manufacturing difficulties were also encountered.    These were 
classified as carcass shoulder blisters,   curing bladder expansion 
irregularities and exposed sidewall cords.   Improvements were made 
but these problems still exist.   Current manufacturing techniques do not 
lend themselves to large volume production of 20. 00-20 expandable 
carcass-replaceable tread tires. 

Based on the results of the Phase 11 program recommendations 
are made for resolving the performance and manufacturing problems 
which would ultimately lead to production capability and performance 
acceptance. 
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Section II 

TECHNICAL PROGRAM 

The effort in Phase II involved the design,   manufacture,   and 
evaluation of various prototype replaceable tread tire designs including 
both bias and radial carcasses in the 20.00-20 size.  A total of eleven 
different carcass and twenty-three different tread band configurations 
were manufactured and tested.   Most of these changes were made to 
eliminate four totally new and unexpected problems,   i.e.,   tread band 
splitting,   chafing at the interface,   belt breakage and loss of tread rubber. 
Our prior experience with the 6.00-6/8 PR replaceable tread tire 
indicated that only tread band stability was a major concern.   Thus our 
program for Phase II was directed to prevent derailment in the 20. 00-20/26 
PR  size. 

Based on our work in Phase I with the 6.00-6/8 PR replaceable 
tread tire we designed the 20. 00-20/26 PR  size on the basis of: 

1) meeting MIL-T-5041F dimensional requirements 
2) extrapolating from the 6.00-6/8 PR replaceable 

tread tire design 
3) using the conventional 20. 00-20/26 PR tire design 

Difficulties were encountered in manufacturing.     They may be 
categorized as follows: 

1) Liner blisters in the shoulder 
2) Curing bladder expansion 
3) Exposed sidewall cords 

Although improvements were made during the course of the Phase II 
program the above problems still exist.   They are not viewed as 
unsurmountable,   but will require additional effort. 

Major performance problems were encountered in the following 

areas: 

1) tread band, splitting 
2) chafing 
3) tread band breakage 
4) ply separations in the belt 

Each of these was new and totally unexpected.    Tread band splitting was 
eliminated early in Phase II.  It appears that we may have resolved the 

k.M-.^.^..^lliifai^in^^^ 'iiririi»iia8r-''w"i'x-,""-'"^iitiii»ittiimriir[i ..■>.-----..-v..*>~"^^'-'----~^-^*--^^ 
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, *     ^ mi,at be conducted to completely 
chafing problem bu. many ^ditmnal ,«     mus   b % ^ s.mply 

vcri{, this.   Tread band breakage ^^ ^ ca„sed b    a 
a caae of insufficient cords,  ^e P'j '^ In both caseS,   however, 
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2.1 MANUFACTURE 

2. 1. 1 Carcasses 

■ i 

A total of 44 carcasses were manufactured as listed in Table I. 
All were defective due to at least one reason,   or in most cases,   several 
reasons including: 

1. Liner blisters in the shoulder area 
2. Curing bladder expansion 
3. Exposed cords in the sidewall,   and in the shoulder area 

Considerable efforts were made to improve the conditions which 
resulted in manufacturing defects.    Changes were made in manufacturing 
procedures,   processes and equipment but only with moderate success.  The 
shoulder      blisters and the exposed sidewall cords are all probably 
caused by the carcass shape.   The curing bladder expansion is the non- 
uniform expansion of the bladder in relation to the carcass. 

The exposed cord condition has not been solved and no concerted 
effort toward a solution has been made,   since we believe that this problem, 
at the present time,   is of secondary importance.    The primary cause of 
this condition   is the configuration of the carcass mold. 

In summary,  improvements have been made in reducing manufacturing 
defects.    However,   these  improvements have not achieved total 
resolution.    The quality level needs improvement in order to meet the 
current stringent Air Force standards.    The greatest improvement was 
obtained by use of the restrictive nylon piles in the crown area, permitting 
the use of a higher shaping pressure.    However,   the use of such plies 
may have an adverse effect on tread band to carcass interference. 

 to  „_j,«__ .^i.-^vwi..--- .^^-..^..■.--^  .-.-^tiitmw^^^^^^  * 
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Table I - Description of all 20.00-20/26 PR Expandable Carcasses 
Manufactured in Phase II ll ' 

Specification 
Number 

Number 
Manufactured 

2 
10 

2 
2 

Cord 
Angle 

N51-0210 
N51-0211 
N61-0212 
N51-0229 

55° 
72° 
85° 
55° 

N51-0229 A 
N51-0230 

2 
2 

62° 
64° 

N51-0230 A 4 68° 

N51-0231 2 72° 

N51-0231 A 6 74° 

N51-0231 B (2)  (3 ) 6 74° 

N51-0231 C (2) (3) 74' 

Remarks 

liner precured 

liner precured 

liner precured 

liner precured 

liner precured 

liner precured 
evaluate bladderless cure 
evaluate crown restriction 

liner precured 
evaluate bladderless cure 
evaluate crown restriction 

TOTAL 44 

Note (i)  Construction of each carcass consisted of 10 plies of 840/2 
and 1680/2 nylon cord. 

Note (2)   Bladderless curing attempted on two carcasses.  Steam leaks 
into carcass beads made them unsatisfactory for use.  Remaining 
ones were cured with a bladder. 

Note (3) Crown restriction,  used on three carcasses,  improved shaping 
and molding. 

8 
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2.1.2       Tread Bands 

. ■        .f thf- Drosram we anticipated the need to alter 
At the begmnxng of the P^f» eeometry of the tread bands.   Thus 

construction features,   size and e^e ^"1 Production scale using 

it was decided to P^^-   ^^hu   aVustaMe.   laboratory building drum, 
manual techniques and a simple j mold us.ng a 

Curing was performed in a C?n^f;a
0
p

n
h

al
ort

0
he

P Moratory building drum, 
bladder.    Figure 3 shows a ^^f ^ it .eeessary to apply the 
Attention is called to the curvature ^-h-ad^ dure was 

circumferential cords in tape ^^   ^oJ week to complete the 
quite slow usually requiring one man about one 
construction of a single belt. 

Table II liStS all the tread band which ^f J^dTnauding 

Phase O.    A total of thirty-one ^«h rly'on wa»    n at^Ue cord 
teenty-three different deigns. ^"^^Zn extremely heavy,   thick 
material in the 6.00-6 """"t"   lth the careaSS,   the weight of the ao. 00-20 tread band    in combtnat on w^hthe^^^,    ^  ^ dec.ded 

aS3embled tire -«^^.f^tand by reducing the number of plies 
to reduce the we.ght of the tread bana    y ^ ^ o{ 

from ten to six and eventually to .^- J^ "  25 ds. 
rayon enabled ns to achieve a weight reductmn P 

We Were able to change "-«^^X^eTons^hlTmore 

shown in Table E.  C-t0" ^^ To m^rd changes.   Consequently, 
difficult because it was not P°88lbl=J? "      u    to ide the needed 
we had to work with *a mandrel butWrngx.^ V^J^ were aU d 

^J^r^^^^^r^n: U diameter and »idth 
to permit future recuttmg if necessary. 
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2.2 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

2.2.1        Dimensional Measurements 

Of the first 20. 00-20 carcasses manufactured,   three were selected 
for measurement.    Each was constructed with a different cord angle. 
Table m identifies the carcasses and identifies their cord angles. 

Table III.   Three Carcasses and Their Cord Angles 

N51-0210 N51-0211 N51-0212 

72° 85° 

Carcass Serial Number 

Carcass cord angle 55' 

Each of the above three carcaases was inflated at several 
inflation pressures and measured.    These measurements were needed to 
establish the effect of carcass cord angle on inflated carcass cxrcumference 
and eventually on the amount of interface between carcass and tread band. 
Our prior work under Phase I showed that this interference should be 
maximized to prevent derailment.   Tables IV and V show the results of        , 
these measurements as do Figures 4,   5,  and 6. 
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Table IV.    Circumference of 20. 00-20 Expandable Carcass Without Tread 
Band with Bias Angles as Show a   (units in inches) 

55c 72 0 85° 

Pressure Crown Shoulder Crown Shoulder Crown Shoulder 

0 134-3/4 134-3/4 135. 1 134. 1 134-3/4 134 -3/4 

5 149 143 
10 160.5 147 163 166 148 

15 163.5 148.2 164.5 147 168.5 

20 164.5 165.2 147 169 149 

25 165.2 167 147.5 170 

30 165.2 149 168.3 148.3 171 150 

60 168.8 151 170.5 150 

100 172 173.7 161 ,   175.5 153 

125 174.6 176 179 

Table V.    Circumferential Interference of Three 20. 00-20 Replaceable 
Tread Tires at 125 psi Inflation Pressure 

Tire No. 

N51-0Z1Ü 
N51-0211 
N51-0212 

Outside 
Bias Carcass 

Angle     Circumference 

55° 174.6 
72° 176 
85° 179 

Inside Interference 
Tread Band at 

Circumference     Circumference 

164-1/2 
164-1/2 
164-1/2 

10.1 
11.5 
14.5 

Of the three carcasses the greatest interference was provided 
by the 85° carcass.    But,  as discussed previously,  it was also the most 
difficult to manufacture. 
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Table VI compares the dimensions of the same three carcasses 
when assembled with a tread band and inflated to 125 psi.   No significant 
differences are evident among the three tires and all three conform to 
MIL-T-5041F dimensional requirements. 

Table VI.   Diameter and Section Width of 20. 00-20 Bias Carcass 
Replaceable Tread Tires at 125 psi. 

Crown Section 

Tire No. B ias Angle Diameter Width 

N51-0210 
N51-0211 
N51-0212 
MIL-T-5041 

55° 
72° 
85° 

54. 75 inches 
54.70 
54.90 
56.00/54.30 

20. 10 inches 
19.63 
19.90 
20. 10/19-20 

 ..,-.:.-,■   ■.^■..^.,J,.v..1.^-..-. . .... 



2.2.2       Derailment Tests 

f^v ^Rta were conducted on the 85°,   72°,   and 55° «rcas jrrx"" ::;:* ^ ^ ^ * ^* ^^. 
Conditions of the test were: 

Inflation Pressure 

Load 
Speed 
Max.   Yaw Angle 
Camber Angle 
Rolling Time 

125 psi 
46, 500 lbs. 
25 mph 
+ 6° 
0° 
30 seconds 

Results of these tests showed that ^^^Z^^Z^^ 

hoth the 72° .arcass ^V^       ^^was tes^d a^: flV yaw angle, 
derail.   Subsequently the 72   J^ J tread band did-not derail.  See Table 
Even at this more severe conditxon the treda 

vn. 
BecaUse of the encouraging -ults f ^ 

carcasses and two tread bands ^^f^Z^  500 lbs.  load.   The 
xnent testing. All tests were conducted at 5 ^ t^47   6 psi foi road 
rated inflation pressure of 125 psi was adjusted to 147,5 psi   to 
wheel culture.     Yaw and camber conditions were as follows. 

Yaw 
0 to + 10° 
0 to - 10° 

0 
0 

0 to + 10° 
0 to + 10° 
0 to - 10° 
0 to - 10° 

Camber 
0° 
0° 

0 to + 10° 
0 to - 10° 
0 to + 10° 
0 to - 10° 
0 to + 10° 
0 to - 10° 

of 147   *    132   5    117.5,   102.5 and 87.5 psi at 
Derailment tests were run at 147^ 5    13^, of deraiiment. 

z^^^^i^^^ - -test conditions on the 
85° and 72° carcasses; the 55° carcass did derail however. 

The results of both tests indicated that ^railmtnt   the item of 

^or concern ^^f^^^^ 85 
problem for the xmtxal 20  00-20 size,   ^brxc d these ^o 
carcass and derailment failures of the 55    carcass elmu 
from further consideration.    Consequently    the 72    cord angle 

selected; the 64° carcass was added as a back-up. 
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^ i f Tcaf of the 20   00-20/26 PR Expandable Carcass- Table VII.     Derailment lestol me <iu. uu  L.vif    *. r 
Replaceable Tread Tire. 

Results Specification 
Number 

Yaw 
Angle 

0 

Speed 

25 MPH 

Roll 
Time 

N51-0210-1 
(56° carcass) 30 sec. 

R51-0213-1 
tread band +6° 25 MPH 30 sec. 

N51-0211-2 
(72° Carcass) 0° 25 MPH 30 sec. 

R51-0213-1 
tread band +6° 25 MPH 30 sec. 

-6° 26 MPH 30 sec. 

-10° 25 MPH 30 sec. 

N51-0212-1 
(85° carcass) 0° 25 MPH 30 sec. 

R51-0213-1 
tread band +6° 25 MPH 30 sec 

-6° 25 MPH 30 sec 

-10° 25 MPH 30 sec 

N51-0230-2 
(64° carcass) +6° 10 MPH 90 sec 

B51-264-1 
tread band 

Tread band slippage 90' 

Tread band derailment 

No band slippage 

No band slippage 
No derailment 
No band slippage 
No derailment 
No band slippage 
No derailment 

No band slippage 

No band slippage 
No derailment 
No band slippage 
No derailment 
No band slippage 
No derailment 

Load 46, 500 lbs.,  inflation 125 psi,   20. 00-20 wheel 
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2.2.3       Hydrostatic Burst Tests 

Hydrostatic burst tests were conducted on one rayon and two 
Fiber "B-'tread bands using both 72" and 85" -rcasses.   The rayon bad 
failed at 480 psi; mode of failure was a circumferential split.  This was 
he ür      indication that it would eventually become necessary to deP-t   - 

the basic tread band design of the 6. 00-6 size by adding one layer of cords 

in the lateral direction. 

One of the considerations during the early stages of tread band 
design was material.   Ten plies of rayon made a heavy tread band    ^e fe 
thi it would behoove us to reduce its weight by educing the numb^o   plies 
which was made possible by the use of a stronger cord    Fiber    B    was 
selected    Several 6 ply belt bands were constructed and cured.   The first 
ih t ead Lnd was'constructed on a slightly -d-si.e mandrel    During 

cure the cords at the crown tended to shift toward the edges.   The result 
Ts a tread band of non-uniform thickness with ^ -ow^ h^g   ar ^ewer 
cords than the edges.  When burst,   this tread band failed at 260 P"'J°de 

of failure was circumferential splitting.   On the subsequent tread band the 
mandrel diameter was increased sufficiently to produce a ^^l^^ 
Sead band,  which burst at 540 psi,  well above the required 460 psi.  Results 
of these burst tests are summarized m Table VIU. 
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Table VIII.    Hydroütatic Burst Data for the 20. 00-20/26 PR Expandable 
Carcass - Replaceable Tread Tire 

Specification 
Number 

N51-0212-2 Carcass,   85° 
R51-0213-4 Belt Band,  Rayon 

Burst 
Pressure- 

480 psi 

N51-0211-2 Carcass,  72° ** 260 psi 
R51-0213-3 Belt Band, Fiber B 

N51-0211-2 Carcass, 72° 540 psi 
R51 -0213 -5 Belt Band, Fiber B 

Belt band failure 
circumferential split 
carcass intact 
Belt band failure 
circumferential split 
carcass intact 
Tensile failure in 
belt band then carcass 
rupture 

*    Required minimum is 460 psi as specified on USAF drawing 65D1542. 

**   Examinaton of tread band indicated insufficient cords in the crown 
caused by the use of too small a mandrel diameter during construction. 
This defect was eliminated on subsequent tread bands. 
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2.2.4       Dynamometer Tests 
e,n1t„ n{ the derailment tests we 

Armed with the encouragmg ^s^ °       of the 20. 00-20 replaceable 

embar.ed on a program to ^^^dtgTondTtions.   The ultimate goal was 
tread tire under taxi,   ^^^^^f^5 Ending - taxi cycles as specked 
to pass 125 taxi - take-xf cycles and 125 g    ^ ^^ ^ 

on USAF drawing ^'l/%^ ^  ts L the dynamometer tests whxch 
of 200 mph are specified.    Table ^ ilS crown contours (flat and 
^..e conducted.  Seven ---/J^^^provements were incorporated 
18.6 inch radius  ) and many ^^l^J^ included cord material. 
into these carcasses,   ^ead W ^v^n _^ ^^   .^.^ diameteri 

number of plies,   location of ^Tel    All 0i these improvements were 
width and other ^-^^J^^^eU as performance difficulties.   The 
aimed at resolving ^^^^ previously-   The performance 
manufacturing P-^^^d a    follows^D belt splitting.   (Z) chafing. 
problems may be categorized rations. 
(3) tread band breakage,   and (4) ply sep 

224.1     Tread band splitting 

'    '     The early dynamometer ---^^^c^^-hat 
the burst tests,   that tread bands -- ^P^ng piy ^ 

Some lateral -^-^f^L^Tle question was where to 
cords oriented 90    was seie considered: the outermost 
locate it.    Three ^^l^ll^Zy-  From a bending 
ply>   the middle ply    -^^Taps tobest location. In 
standpoint the middle P^ ^S ^ ^eompatibility then 
order to minimi- anyX^n^termoSt ply was reasoned to 
either the innermost ply or tne ou 
be best.    Result. o£ the ^-^^XaTion over the 
inconclusive to show ^P"10"^.0^, that the addition 

^r ,0^7;- «-Xn-oTnd .Uttio. .ohietn. 

2.2.4.2      Chafing 

* 4.V,    «^r.aram that the chafing 
It Was at this stage ^ ^^ ^e first dynamometec 

problem was discovered. During aUhe 

tests o£ the redesigned tread ^ J1*™', 10th taxi- 
innermost ply,   the carcass ^ ^"3/disclosed the 
take-oH cycle.   E-mmf on of   he c     ca ^ 

i\*^t-zrrtz iz^ a. ho. edges 
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as seen in Figure 9.  We concluded that the tread band was 
moving on the carcass,   probably when going through the 
footprint.   The outside surface of the tread band also showed 
severe abrasion at both edges.  See Figure 10.  At this point 
we did not know whether the abrasion on the outside of the 
tread band was related to the chafing at the interface of the 
carcass and tread band. 

Thus a program of build,   test,   analyze,   and change was 
initiated.   The carcass and tread band design changes described 
in 2.2.4 above were tried but were not effective in resolving 
the chafing or even in reducing it.   Tissue paper tests which 
are described in 2. 2. 5 indicated a relative sliding motion was 
occurring between carcass and tread band,  but at the belt 
edges only,  not at the center.  Interface pressures were 
extremely low at the belt edges.  We hypothesized that the 
chafing was caused by a reciprocating sliding motion between 
belt and carcass,   limited to the should area and produced 
by insufficient interference.   Consequently,  we manufactured 
a new belt mold to produce a tread band four inches smaller 
in diameter and approximately one inch narrower. 

A total of eight such modified tread bands were 
constructed and cured.  Subsequent dynamometer tests 
resulted in premature failures during the first or second 
taxi - take-off cycle.   These failures were in belt breakage 
and thrown tread rubber.   There was no evidence of chafing 
at the carcass-tread band interface or scuffing on the 
outside of the belt; we considered this to be a marked 
improvement over previous tread bands which had shown 
severe chafing and scuffing after one taxi - take-off.  See 
Figures   11 and 12. 
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2.2.4.3     Tread Band Breaks 

One of the failure modes of the newly modified smaller and 
narrower    tread band was cord breaks,   See Figure 13. 
Observations made throughout the test and prior to gross failure 
showed many small,   local failures were occurring at the edges 
of the belt. As testing progressed,   the existing local failures 
became more severe and new ones appeared around the 
circumference.   Continued testing apparently weakened the belt 
sufficiently to cause gross failure.    Figures 14 and 15 show 
additional views of the failed belt.  Similar observations were 
made at AFFDL by the project engineer on a modified 20.00-20 
replaceable tread band. He reported,   "Examination of the 
primary failure shows that the cord ends are highly frayed at 
the edges of the belt with a considerable mass of cord debris 
deposited between the 0 and 90 degree plies.    The cords are 
less frayed as one moves toward the belt center and seem to have 
a much cleaner break.   This suggests that the failure initiated 
at the belt edges and progressed toward the center at a fairly 
low rate,   until the belt was critically weakened.   This 
conclusion is born out by small failures which were initiated 
at two other points on the tread belt edges. ".  Figures 16 and 
17 are photographs supplied by the AFFDL project engineer 
of the failures. 

2.2.4.4   Ply Separations 

The other failure mode of the newly modified,   smaller 
and narrower tread band was loss of tread rubber.  Separation 
was observed to occur in the plane between the ply cords as 
indicated by Figure 18. 

In previous tests with the original tread band,  ply 
separation was also observed. When transverse plies were 
incorporated into the belt,   adjacent to the tread and adjacent 
to the liner,   separation also occurred as shown in Figures 
19 and 20.   This failure mode may also initiate at the edges 

of the belt. 
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2.2.5        Tissue Paper Studies 

It was hypothesized that the chafing between tread band and carcass 
was the result of relative sliding at the interface of these two components. 
Furthermore,   since no gross slippage was observed it was thought that the 
motion was oscillating.    To confirm this hypothesis  a series of tests was 
conducted on carcass N51-B-0230 A-l and tread band B51-B-267-1.   The 
carcass had one of its lips cut off to make the edge of the interface more 
visible.  Screening tests were conducted to select a technique which would 
qualitatively show the motion and its direction.   The following methods 

were tried: 

a) A scratch ga^e consisting of sandpaper bonded to the inside 
surface of the tread band rubbing against a layer of paint on the 
outer surface of the carcass. 

b) A scratch gage similar to (a) above in which brass SHIM 
stock was substituted for the paint. 

c) Narrow strips of bond paper placed between carcass and 
tread band.  It was hoped that relative sliding would tear or 
wrinkle the paper. 

d) Tissue paper in narrow, one inch wide strips placed between 
carcass and tread band and oriented in both circumferential and 
axial directions. 

e) Large 8-1/2 x 11  sheets of tissue paper placed between 
carcass and tread band. 

The two tissue paper methods were selected on the basis of 
simplicity and reliability. We were interested in determining what the 
effects of inflation,   loading and rolling were on the relative sliding. 
Consequently,  the tissue paper was placed in position then the tire was: 

a) inflated to 125 psi then deflated. 
b) inflated to 147 psi and loaded to 46. 500 lbs. ,   then deflated. 
c) inflated to 147 psi,   loaded to 46, 500 lbs.  and rolled 5 
cycles,   retracted then deflated. 

Examination of the tissue paper results shown in Figures 21 through 

24 disclosed the following: 
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Figure 21.   Copy of Tissue Paper Placed Between Carcass and Tread Band 
then Inflated to 125 psi. 
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Figure 22.    Copy of Tissue Paper Placed Between Carcass and Tread Band, 
Inflated to 147 psi and Loaded to 46, 500 Pounds.  Tissue 
Directly Under Load. 
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Figure 23.    Copy of Tissue Paper Placed Between Carcass and Tread Band, 
Inflated to 147 psi and Loaded to 46, 500 Pounds.   Tissue 180° 
Opposite Load. 
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Figure 24.    Copy of Tissue Paper Placed Between Carcass and Tread Band, 
Inflated to 147 psi,   Loaded to 46, 500 Pounds and Rolled 
through Five Cycles. 
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1 ^   Tnflatine the tire caused a very slight degree of sliding 
1 )   Intiating me ^ sliding was limited to the 
between carcass and tread.   This siiaxng w 
crown only and was in the axial direction. 

^   T      A^C tho tire caused no additional sliding either in 
l^pÄrn rai.ecUv opposite. No o*« iocation. 
were examined. 

Uorre^-^^-^x^e^ 
in direction. 

4)   A gap 3 to 4 inches deep was obServed between carcass 
and tread band at 125 psi.    This gap closed up when the tire 

was left inflated for several minutes. 

The next series of tests was conducted to answer the question. 

-Can ehX ^d or ^^l^^c^Zl^ 
interference between tread and ^C^^      *  was selected from the existing 

combinations having a r-f J^f^^Xted on these under  rolling 
6.00-6 tires.   Tissue P^6^^^, 6.oO-6 replaceable tread tires 
conditions.    The following table list    the- b t

P
est interference: 

by amount of interference,   number 1 having me g 

Number Serial Number 

1 637-372-5 

2 N51-0056-7 

3 657-372-8(new belt) 

4 657-372-8(worn belt) 

5 N51-0118-37 

TYP«  

Bias 
Radial 
Bias 
Bias 
Radial 

sliding than did the bias carcasses. 

A third se.es o. .estswas eoa^cte. on .e Z0--30 ca.ass^ 
NS1.B-0231 A-2a„d tread b    dB „bj.j^ p^   ^ 

on the 

1 )   as molded tread band 
2 )   one-inch trimmed from each edge 
3 )   two-inches trimmed from each edge 
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The results of these tests disclosed no correlation between belt width and 
degree of interface sliding.  We did observe,   however,   that gapping became 
greater as the belt became narrower. 
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2.2.6       High Speed Motion Pictures 

These were taken to study the chafing phenomenon in slow motion. 
The following carcass  - tread band combinations were filmed at 46, 500 lbs. 

load,   147 psi inflation: 

Carcass 
N51-0211-9 
N51-B-0231 C-4 
N51-B-0231 C-4 

Tread Band 
B51-B-0213 
B51-B-308 
B51-257-2 

Rolling speed was 30 mph,   film speed was 500 frames per second.    The 
camerl w'as aimed to capture the tire going into the footprint, -nnng out 

of the footprint,   180" opposite the footprint,  .^^ ^^^fj^ A^ ^ce 
of twelve,   100 ft.   reels were shot.    These will be dehvered to the Air Force, 

Examination of the films disclosed the following: 

1) Circumferential sliding between carcass and tread band 
was observed on all of the above tires. 

2) Circumferential sliding appears to occur in two local 
areas,   entering the footprint and leaving the footprxnt. 
Actual footprint areas were obscured from the camera. 

3) After unloading the tires all the lines on the carcass lined 
up with the lines on the tread band indicating no 
circumferential slip had occurred. 

4) Circumferential sliding is a reciprocating motion and is 
to be differentiated from circumferential slip which is 
accumulative and non-reciprocating. 

5) The undersized tread band (B51 -B-308) had substantially 
'      less circumferential sliding than did the larger belt 

(B51-B-257-2). 
6) Lateral sliding was not detected. 
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2.2.7       Additional Chafing Studies 

These tests were conducted on the dynamotoeter to further study 
the causes of chaHng between carcass and treed band,  ^e N"-B-023I C 
carcase was sdeeted along with a -venial Retread tand^ ^^ 
B51-B257-2,   and an undersized belt,   B51-B-iU».    *a™ "* 
w th fhe carcass which was then inflated to 147 psi.    The ti.e was   hen 
marked with equally spaced radial lines three inches apart.  Each line 

was placTd on the carcass and extended radially   over the edge of tread 
band   At üu    point the tire was landed against the stationary road wheel, 
obstv^ ions were made and photographs taken.  See Figures 25 and 26. 

The following observations were made: 

8.   ■■ 

1) 

2) 

3) 
4) 
5) 

Misalignment of the radial lines occurred only on each 
side of the footprint.  The remainder of the tire, 
including the footprint zone,   showed perfect alignment. 
Measurement of the distance between lines indicated 
an elongation of the carcass.   This elongation was 
adjacent to the footprint. 
The tread band did not appear to elongate. 
Elongation of the carcass was in the shoulder region only. 
With the undersized tread band carcass elongation was 
substantially less than with the conventionally sized belt. 
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2.2.8       Interface Pressure Measurements 

Based on the success in Phase I a series of static measurements 
was taken to establish the pressure which the 20. 00-20 carcass exerts 
against the inside of its tread band.   The same miniature pressure 
transducers and measurement techniques described in AFFDL-TR-73-84 
were used in this  study.    Measurements were taken under the following 
conditions; 

a) Inflation pressure only at 100 and 147 psi. 
b) At 147 psi inflation and 46, 500 lbs load. 

The above measurements were taken on the following carcass-tread band 
combinations: 

Carcass 
N51-0211-i0 (72' 
N51-B-0229-1 (55' 
N51-B-0230-2 (64' 
N51-0211-10 (72' 
N51-0211-10 (72' 
N51-B-0231 A-5 (74' 
N51-B-0230 A-l (68' 
N51-B-0229 A-2 (621 

N51-B-0230 A-l (68' 
N51-B-0230 A-l (68' 
N51-B-0230 A-l (68' 
N51-B-0231 A-2 (74 
N51-B-0231 A-2 (74 
N51-B-0231 A-2 (74 ) 

Tread Band 
B51-B-257-1 
B51-B-257-2 
B51-B-257-2 
B51-B-257-2 
B51-B-257-2 with elastic band 
B51-B-257-1 
B51-B-257-1 
B51-B-257-1 
BW51-B-274-1 
B51-B-275-1 
B51-B-276-1 
B51-B-276-2 
B51-B-276-2 (1 inch trimmed) 
B51-B-276-2 (2 inches trimmed) 

These measurements were taken at various stages of the program in an 
attempt to correlate interface pressure with dynamometer performance 
and resolve the chafing problem. 

Figures 27 through 31  show the interface pressure distribution for 
various carcass-tread band combinations at 100 psi inflation   When the 
chafing problem was first discovered we speculated that the belt band was 
actually too tight at the edges and thus was rubbing on the carcass.  It was 
decided to reduce the interface pressure at the shoulders by recutting 
the tread band mold.   The recut consisted of increasing the tread diameter 
at the edge only by 1/4 inch.  The result was to reduce the interface 
pressure at the edges of the tread band as shown in Figure 27. 
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Figure 28 shows the effect of carcass angle on interface pressure. 
Both the 72° and 64° cracasses show very little interface pressure at the 
shoulder while the 55° carcass exerted approximately 50 psi.    In the 
crown area,   however,  the 72° carcass produced the highest pressures.   The 
most uniform distribution was on the 55° carcass. 

In order to attain a higher interference fit between carcass and 
tread band many ideas were tried.    One of these involved an elastic band 
placed between carcass and belt.  Dynamometer tests showed no reduction 
in the chafing.  Figure 29 shows that the interface pressure was substantially 
increased at the shoulder but reduced in the crown area.  Other ideas which 
were tried included belts with a flatter contour (B51-B-276-1),   a smaller 
diameter B51-B-275-1 and steel wire (BW51-B-274-1),  at the edges to 
restrict movement at the shoulders.  See Figure 30.    Although none of these 
made any significant improvement in reducing chafing we were able to 
see that the tread band with the smallest inside diameter produced the 
greatest interface pressure. 

Figure 31 shows how changes in carcass construction affected 
interface pressures.  One of the initial carcasses,  N51-B-0211-10,   had the 
highest interface pressure both at the crown and at the edges. Although 
these construction changes were made to facilitate manufacturing,  they 
reduced interface pressure. 

Figures 32,  33,   and 34 show how loading the 20. 00-20 replaceable 
tread tire affected its interface pressure distribution. We were also 
interested in determining how belt width would affect interface pressure. 
This was accomplished by working with a single belt,  and cutting it to 
narrower widths in two successive steps.    Transducer measurements 
were taken: 

a) With the as-molded tread band. 
b) After one-inch was trimmed from each edge. 
c) After a total of two inches were cut from each edge. 

From these results we made the following conclusions: 

1) Load has little effect on interface pressure at the crown. 
2) At the belt edge interface pressure undergoes a range 

of 280 psi during any one roll cycle. 
3) Narrowing the tread band has a direct effect on 

interface pressure. During a roll at the edge of 
belt the interface pressure range increases from 280 
psi (wide belt) to 340 psi (intermediate) to 530 psi (narrow). 
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3.    DISCUSSION 

The Phase II design,  manufacturing and evaluation Program 

emphasized several important facts.    Perhaps the -°S^c^
f

a
1
t
Can

o^h
ae 

the number of major problems which appeared and the fact that,   on the 
^asisTf prior experience with the 6. 00-6 size,   they were not expected. 
The sequential appearance of one problem immediately followxng the 
Llut o'n of anoth^ indicates the complex ^er-relationships among the 

construction parameters and how a change xn one affects performance. 

The solution to the belt-splitting problem was to increase belt 
strength.  As a result of this   change the chafing problem appeared.    When 
we reduced tread band diameter,   and apparently reduced chafmg    belt 
Teaks and ply separations occurred.  These two major problems remain 
unresolved a   this time.    The belt edge appears to be the mos    sensx xve 
interface pressure measurements showed extreme ^^It^s 
the belt edges during roll.    The chafing was confmed to the ^lt edges 
Is was the^cuffing.'we observed carcass elongations    also xn   he be t 
edge region.    The tissue paper results showed motxon at the belt edges. 
ItllLl that the belt-edge/carcass-shoulder is the most s^gnxfxcant part 
of the expandable carcass-replaceable tread txre concept   A more 
thorough'understanding of the loads and elongations in thxs -B-n could 
lead to significant improvements in the performance of replaceable tread 

tires. 

I„ assaying the current problems of the 20. "O"2» 'f*"*^. 
tread tire let us recall our experience on the 6.00-6 atze. AFFDL-TR  73 
84 aUted that the single parameter which has the SX^eat'nflue"ce 

on derailment was amount of interference.   ^V*"^ c   72   C     361    These 
described two problems encountered in contract F33615-72-C-1361.   These 
were gapping and excessive shoulder wear on a tire design wtach seemed 
To have L Ü ficient interference.   The current 20. 00-20 ore does have 
problems in the shoulder area. Although no derailment has been 

int^rcf fi^t^r, irrcSr-d ?:: ^0^ 
of current problems. 
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4.    CONCLUSIONS 

The results of the effort to design,  manufacture and evaluate the 
20.00-20/26 PR expandable carcass-replaceable tread Ure are as follows, 

1        The objective of the Phase II program,   i. e.   to design 
manufacture and evaluate for tread band retention and 
durability a total of eight different expandable carcass 
and tread band configurations in the 20.00-20 sxze.has 
been exceeded.   We have designed,  manufactured and 
subsequently evaluated a total of eleven different carcass 
and twenty-three tread band configurations. 

2       Four completely new and unexpected major performance 
*      problems were encountered.   The first,   belt sphttmg, 

has been solved.   The second,   chafing,   appears to be 
resolved but will require additional testing.   The 
remaining two.   tread band breakage and ply separations 
in the belt,   have not been resolved. 

3 Derailment,  the area of greatest concern on the 6, 00-6/8 
PR expandable carcass-replaceable tread tire,  was not 
a problem with the 20. 00-20/26 PR tires evaluated in 

Phase II. 

4 Current manufacturing techniques do not lend themselves 
'      to the large volume production of 20. 00-20 expandable 

carcass-replaceable tread tires. 

5 The dimensional requirements of MIL-T-5041F may not 
'     be compatible with the replaceable tread concept.  Our 

prior studies of the derailment phenomenon indicated 
that those 6.00-6 expandable  carcass-replaceable tread 
tireswhich didnot derail exceeded the MIL-T-5041 F 
section width requirement.   Our effort with the 20   00-20 
has resulted in a current replaceable tread tire deslgn 
which is smaller in diameter than MIL-T-5041 F 
requirements. 

6       There is insufficient data relating to successful perfor- 
mance on the 20. 00-20 size to establish a design 
criteria summary.  The Appendix describes a range of 
parameters obtained from both 6. 00-6 and 20. 00-20 

sizes. 
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(3) the final aspect ratio of the tire. 
(4) carcass angles. 

Bv tying together measurements taken during our work with the 
6  00-6 and the 20. 00-20 and utilizing a recently-developed txre sxzmg 
6p;0o  ram    it is possible to predict the natural inflated ^-t" of a carca   s 
and study the effects of carcass periphery,   carcass angle and bead spacxng 

upon this   dimension. 

By knowing the unrestricted natural inflated diameter of a carcass, 
and the dfaLeter itU be restricted to by a belt band^ it ^ ^ Pos.b e 
to calculate the interference between carcass and tread.    This interfer^ 
gives the belt/carcass pressure that causes these components to act as 
unit rather than two separate parts. 

In Phase II of the 20. 00-20 contract.  44 carcasses ^^j 
11 different constructions,   and 31 tread bands were built m 23 afferent 
11 dxtterenr co rarcass/belt interference was also varied,   as well as 

was completed. 

At the beginning of the 20. 00-20 program,   there were many 

with this concept. 

Before proceeding with any tnture development work,  we feel that 
it i. wiee to revfew onr design goala and relate them to ^J***^™* 
of knowledge.    Knowing what we know now,   it may be «/"^ they c^n 
onr present path in order to reach onr ongmal goals,   tf indeed they 

be reached. 

TT™- this reason    we have asked ourselves six basic questions 
For this reason'J^ " ire    We can ansWer these questions with 

about the replaceable tread aircraft tire,   we c 

^r;:rsT;oo^Twdo^^rÄrofr^nt state of 
the art in radial passenger and radial truck tires. 

These six questions are: 

1. What is the minimum amount of carcass/belt interference 
necessary to make the concept work? 

2. How does the need for this interfernce affect tire sizing? 
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3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

What is the effect of carcass angle on tire sizing? 

What is the effect of tread radius on tire performance? 

What is the effect of belt angle on tire performance? 

What is the optimum si zing/construction package? 

Let's look at the questions one by one: 

1-     What is the minimum amount of ca.rcaWbelUnterfetence 
neeessaryjo make the j^oncepjjwork? 

We already have some performance data from the 
6  00-6 and 20.00-20 programs to answer this question. 
In both cases,  we had to deviate from the MIL spec m 
order to improve performance. 

In the case of the 6. 00-6,   the section width had to be 
widened out.   This lowered the aspect ratio from the MIL 
spec 91% to about 81% and effectively increased the 
carcass/belt interference.   This solved a derailing 
problem and reduced shoulder wear. 

In the case of the 20. 00-20,  the belt band O. D. 
was reduced by 5 inches,   again lowering the aspect ratio, 
this time to 73%.    This reduced the amount of chafing 
in the belt edge area. 

To Summarize: 

Aspect Ratio  
Size MIL   Redesign 
6.00-6        91%        81% 
20.00-20    91%        73% 

Carcass/Belt Interference 
at Centerline  

MIL 
5.5% 
6.0% 

Redesign 
10% 
14.5% 

This indicates that the replaceable tread concept will 
not work within the dimensional restrictions of the MIL spec 
for Type III aircraft tires. 
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z. Wnw does this need for carcaSa/belLi£^er.ference a£fe^ 
tire sizing? 

There is presently available at BFG a computer tire 
sizing program that will predict the natural inflated shape 
rrcarcass.    Carcass periphery,   bead spacing and carcass 

angle can all be plugged into this program. 

The output is a prediction of the unrestricted inflated 
carcass profile.  When the diameter of the belt assembly 
is known,   then it is an easy matter to calculate   he 
theoretical interference between carcass and belt. 

There are a number of different methods of increasing 

carcass/belt interference. 

For example:   to incre.-e the inflated.CtrCaSS
Th. 

diameter,   one can increase the carcass perxphery.  Tins 
wU   generate more xnterference.   but the extra carcass 
periphery will cause an increase in tire section width. 

One can also increase the interference by reducing 
the belt diameter and keeping the carcass the same.    The 
end effect of either change is the same -- a lowermg of 
the aspect ratio of the tire. 

There is no other way to put interference between 
the carcass and the belt other than making the natural 
unrestricted inflated diameter of the carcass larger than 
the final restricted diameter. 

The greater the interference required,   the greater 
must be the difference between the unrestricted and the 
restricted diameter of the carcass,   and the lower the 
required tire aspect ratio. 
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3.      What is the effect of carcass aryle on tire sizing? 

A 90p  carcass will inflate to the greatest diameter.   The 
lower the carcass angle,   the more restriction there is on 
inflated O. D.    An 80° carcass angle will,   therefore,   have 
a smaller inflated O. D.   than a 90° angle carcass.    Because 
of this,   the belt assembly of an 80° tire would have to be 
of a smaller diameter than that of a 90° tire in order to 
maintain the same carcass/belt interference. 

Therefore,   the lower   the carcass angle,   the lower the 
required tire aspect ratio must be to maintain the same 
interference. 

4.      What is the effect of tread radius on tire performance? 

From our experience on truck and passenger radials, 
we know that the flatter we can keep the belt, the better the 
tire performance. 

The object is to minimize the deformation of the belt 
as it goes through the footprint. 

The higher the belt angle,   the "rounder" the belt we 
can tolerate.   This is because the high belt angles allow the 
belt to "pantograph" and equalize out the deformation as it 
goes through the footprint. 

On the replaceable tread tire,   we are tied into a 0° 
belt angle,   due to a derailing problem encountered with 
higher angles.    Furthermore,   the inflated belt radius is 
in the range of 12" to 13".    When the tire is unloaded,   the 
center of the belt touches the ground,   but the belt edges 
do not. As load is applied,   a change in diameter must take 
place -- either the cords in the center of the belt must 
buckle,   or the cords in the belt edge must undergo tre- 
mendous tensions.    We suspect that both conditions are 
present.   To make matters worse,   the 0° belt angle allows 
no pantographing. 

We are in a design situation that could never be 
tolerated in either passenger or truck radials and find it 
doubtful that it would work in an aircraft tire with even 
higher stresses and loads. 
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It is,   therefore,   imperative that the tread profile 
design restriction be removed so that future work on this 
concept can be done in molds with a much flatter tread radius. 

5.      What is the effect of belt angle on tire performance? 

To date,   a 0° belt is the only one that has worked.   This 
is because any belt significantly higher than 0° has derailed 
by "steering" itself off the carcass. 

 Zero Degree Belt 
Advantages 
Prevents derailing 

Disadvantages 
Extremely difficult to cure since it 
cannot be "lifted" into a conventional 
mold. 
Tread bands must be "buckled" into 
a conventional mold. 
A sectional mold would solve this 
problem,  but is expensive. 

6.     What is the optimum sizing/construction package? 

Tread Radius 
Belt Angle 

Carcass Angle 

Aspect Ratio 

Carcass Mold 
Configuration 
Equipment 
Inflation Pressure 

if we can prevent 

For building large 

- Flat 
- Higher than 0° 

derailing. 
- For performance 90 

tires 75°. 
- No higher than 80% -   60-70% may be 

required.  Since the section width is 
restricted,  we must lower the aspect 
ratio by lowering tire O. D. 

- This means smooth sidewall rather than 
convoluted to allow manufacture. 

- New carcass and belt molds required. 
- Higher inflation pressure required 

because of smaller contained air volume 
(smaller tire O.D.). Also increased 
inflation may be required to reduce tire 
deflection. 

In the 20. 00-20 replaceable tread aircraft tire,  we are working in 
an area where little previous knowledge existed. 
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Based on our work to date,  we feel that we must proceed in a 
different direction if there is to be any hope of success in this project.   To 
continue on the present path would be   technically unwise since a number 
of natural physical laws would have to be violated for the present "package" 
to work. 

The major deviation from the present program we feel must be 
made is in the inflated shape of the tire. 

The present tire is a 91 aspect ratio with a 12" inflated tread 
radius.   We feel that an aspect ratio in the range of 75% to 80% will be 
required along with a tread radius in the range of 30" to 50". 

Let me repeat that we see a minimal chance of producing an 
acceptable 20. 00-20 within the restrictions of the present contract.   This is 
not due to a lack of urgency,  desire or techology,   but is simply due to the 
fact that certain natural physical laws prevent us from accomplishing our 
task within the present dimension limitations. 
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